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In May 1992, the UN Security Council imposed sanctions on the Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia (federation of Serbia and Montenegro), de facto 

led by Serbian president Slobodan Milošević, for actively supporting the 

escalation of the conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina.



These comprehensive sanctions 

banned academic cooperation and 

the provision of commercial services, 

including Internet services.

Only PTT traffic was exempt from the 

sanctions, which included the costly 

and slow X.25 exchange.



Since 1992, Serbia's academic 

network has grown in terms of 

TCP/IP hosts and connections, 

but it lacked proper internet 

connectivity (as did the rest of 

the country).



There were only a few tiny 

windows for "smuggling" e-mail 

through the X.25-based Yugoslav 

Packet Switching Network (JUPAK).

This exchange was made possible 

by the Serbian academic diaspora 

in the West.





Sanctions were lifted at the end of 1995,

following the signing of the Dayton Peace Agreement,

which brought the Bosnian war to an end.



Around the same time, the independent Radio B92 

established a 28 Kbps leased line with the Dutch ISP 

XS4ALL.

On the Belgrade side, a computer classroom known 

as OpenNet was established in the American Corner

of the Belgrade Youth Center.



Less than two months later,

on February 27, 1996 (Belgrade University Day),

the academic network was connected to the internet

through a tiny 64 Kbps VSAT link provided by

BeoTel ISP and Taide Networks in Norway.



In the summer and fall of 1996, the first commercial internet 

service providers – EUnet Yugoslavia and BeoTel – began 

offering services to citizens.

https://web.archive.org/web/19981202042249/http:/www.eunet.yu:80/onama.html
https://web.archive.org/web/19970117003639fw_/http:/www.beotel.yu/btn1.html


Internet was sold by the hour and cost around 55 Deutsche Marks for 20 hours.

( it was very expensive – average monthly wage at that time was around 200 DM )

Access was via modems and dial-up, the operating system was mostly

Windows 95 (although I used Linux and X Windows at the time),

and Netscape Navigator ruled the web.

It was three years after the NCSA web server and Mosaic web browser were 

released, and a year after the IMG tag was added to the HTML standard.









…and this!



By November 1996, Serbian internet landscape looked like this:

we had around 2.000 hosts, 200 .yu domains and less than 10.000 internet users.

Number of hosts Number of domains



On November 17, only a few months after the internet’s big 

debut in Serbia, the second round of municipal elections 

were held.

The pro-democratic opposition won in all major cities,

including Belgrade, Niš, Novi Sad and Kragujevac.

Milošević’s regime refused to recognize the results,

sparking the first civil protests in Niš on November 19.

The following day, massive protests erupted across Serbia.



The students' protest began on November 22, 1996, 

and lasted for almost 4 months, until March 19, 

1997, when all students’ demands were met:

1. Recognition of municipal election results

2. Resignation of the Chancellor and Student-

Vice-Chancellor of Belgrade University



The story of the “Internet revolution in Belgrade” began on November 26, 

the fourth day of the protest, when the account “protest96” was created on 

the student server “Galeb” (Seagull, named after admin’s favorite chocolate 

brand) at the Belgrade School of Electrical Engineering (ETF).

http://galeb.etf.bg.ac.yu/~protest96/

https://web.archive.org/web/19970413221314/http:/galeb.etf.bg.ac.yu/
https://web.archive.org/web/19970115021330/http:/www.etf.bg.ac.yu:80/
https://web.archive.org/web/19970623230428/http:/galeb.etf.bg.ac.yu:80/~protest96/


Nenad Mitovski, writer of the 

protest newsletter “Resistor”, 

recounts that Dragan Večerina, 

administrator of Galeb

( which was also one of the very

first Linux servers in Serbia )

opened the account after receiving 

consent from Srbijanka Turajlić, 

professor and head of the ETF 

computer center.

https://web.archive.org/web/19970623231817/http:/galeb.etf.bg.ac.yu/~vecxo/
https://web.archive.org/web/19970526220645/http:/www.etf.bg.ac.yu/fakultet/rc/index.html




The following day, on November 27, the authorities shut down

Radio B92 – the most prominent independent radio station in Serbia.

The official explanation given by the regime was that water had 

entered the coaxial cable connecting broadcasting equipment to the 

antenna, an episode that became infamous as the

“water in the coaxial cable” incident



After the coaxial cable “dried”, the regime continued 

to actively jam Radio B92's frequencies.

On December 5, B92 began streaming its program via 

RealAudio, using the link to XS4ALL.

http://www.xs4all.nl/~opennet/


At the same time, students from 

other faculties began to create 

protest websites.

I was a member of the team that 

created the protest website for 

the Faculty of Philosophy.

These teams communicated on 

IRC every day – mIRC client was 

popular at the time.



We soon realized that duplicating efforts was pointless.

Around the New Year, protest web teams from several 

faculties gathered on the ETF to establish the unified 

Students' Protest Web Team.



This gave us great music in the evenings

and direct access to student parties,

which was incredibly convenient.

The Web Team was located in ETF basement

Room 33, down the corridor of the famous

Tech Students’ Club (KST).



At the end of January, a brand-new 

Students' Protest Website, on which I 

worked, was unveiled.

Fortunately, it has survived to the present 

day thanks to Yurope.com and Archive.org

The site's primary color was deep blue, the 

same as the police cordons that prevented 

student walks (we called it “cordon blue”), 

and the text was the color of egg yolk, 

which was occasionally thrown at cops.

http://www.yurope.com/mirrors/protest96/bg/index.html
https://web.archive.org/web/19970623230428/http:/galeb.etf.bg.ac.yu/~protest96/


Originally, the site had an “indecent” banner…

…but after some professors objected,

I had to bend the middle finger in Photoshop.



Interactivity on webpages was provided by 

Java Applets. There was no CSS at the time

( the first version of the standard was 

published in December 1996 )

and JavaScript was not very capable either.

( the first version was released a year earlier )

I recorded my whistle and incorporated it into 

a Java Applet for the main menu, allowing 

visitors to make the NOISE! and experience 

the mood of Belgrade.



In keeping with the times, I also converted the omnipresent 

Netscape download icon into a Democracy Now icon.



The site quickly gained prominence, carrying important protest news and photos.

It was featured by international news organizations such as CNN and the BBC.

We also had the obligatory surfer counter in the footer!

http://www.yurope.com/mirrors/protest96/bg/archive.html
http://www.yurope.com/mirrors/protest96/bg/images.html




Le grand bleu
but without Jean-Marc Barr



Standoff with a police cordon
on Kolarčeva street
( 7 days and 8 nights )



One evening in February, the State Security Service agents 

rushed into our office and demanded that we take down 

the website.

The guys on the shift complied by turning off their 

workstations. Of course, the website remained operational 

on a remote web server. The agents appeared satisfied and 

quickly left, confiscating some equipment.

After this incident, we were assigned a Students' Protest 

Security detail, which stayed with us almost until the end 

of the protest. We also expanded our mirroring efforts.



This incident revealed the incompetence of the state security services at the time. But it was a formative 

event for me because I saw first-hand how vulnerable the internet was to state censorship and that it 

was only a matter of time before more significant censorship attempts occurred.

A year after the protests, I launched the Internodium mailing list, which brought together Serbian

and regional internet professionals and activists committed to keeping the internet open.

Following the pro-democracy changes in the year 2000, I founded the Center for Internet Development, 

the first Serbian ICT policy think-tank that advocated for an open internet.

https://web.archive.org/web/20000511143932/http:/www.internodium.org.yu:80/intro-sr.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20050409023432/http:/www.netcentar.org/


Amidst the regime's tight control over traditional media and persecution of 

independent media, internet remained the main source of information about 

mass demonstrations in Serbia,  keeping the international media and public 

focused on developments.

In April 1997 issue of the Wired Magazine, reporter David Bennahum

wrote on the “Internet revolution in Belgrade”:

These protests in Serbia are the first mature example of the Internet playing a 

role in a popular uprising against an authoritarian régime. Just as Vietnam 

first showed the impact television could have on a war, this struggle is the 

first large-scale conflict where the Internet is playing a significant role.

https://www.wired.com/1997/04/ff-belgrad/




Dedicated to

Dragan VečerinaSrbijanka Turajlić


